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Abstract-The popularity of smart objects in our daily life
fosters a new generation of applications under the umbrella of

of

RFID

readers

that

report

to

a

central

localization server. In a typical loT scenario, it is common to

the Internet of Things (loT). Such applications are built on a

have an environment that contains a large number of tagged

distributed network of heterogeneous context-aware devices,

objects

where localization is a key issue. The localization problem is
further magnified by loT challenges such as scalability, mobility

malls,

and the heterogeneity of objects. In existing localization systems
using RFID technology, there is a lack of systems that localize

RFID

tags

using

a

group

of

ad

of

interleaving

processes.

mobile

readers

through

of

ad

hoc

heterogeneous

and

airports

and

hospitals.

In

such

scenarios,

the

infrastructure, necessitate a distributed localization system that
is robust, scalable and provides acceptable accuracy according

hoc

to the application.

heterogeneous mobile RFID readers. The system depends on
cooperation

group

interest, along with the non feasibility of deploying a fixed

manner. In this paper, we propose the GOSSIPY system for
mobile

with

impossibility of attaching an RFID reader to each object of

mobile tags using heterogeneous mobile readers in a distributed
localizing

along

independent mobile RFID readers. Prominent examples are

This paper proposes GOSSIPY, a distributed localization

time-constrained
share

system, for localizing mobile objects using heterogeneous,

interrogation information, estimate tag locations accordingly and

independent and dynamic RFID readers. The GOSSIPY system

employ both proactive and reactive protocols to ensure timely

leverages mobile RFID readers in place to localize surrounding

Readers

in

a

neighborhood

dissemination of location information. We evaluate the proposed

RFID tags based on information sharing under time constraints.

system and present its performance through extensive simulation

GOSSIPY

experiments using ns-3.

mobile

I.

neighborhood,

The ability to embed intelligence into everyday objects

to-peer

The possibility of

which

was

originally

used

by

the

devices

[2] [3].

heterogeneous

objects may scale from millions to billions,

(3)

(2)

disseminates the

mechanism.

Exchanging

proximity

information

[8].

In addition, the

1

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
motivations behind introducing GOSSIPY system. Section III

This

describes

adds more attention to object localization in loT scenarios as:
large numbers of objects are mobile and

(3)

Section II reviews some of the related work and highlights the

Position information in such applications is

[4] [5].

estimates tags locations based on collected

the locations of tags beyond their interrogation zones. Fig.

context-aware

intrinsic for the context knowledge to be useful

(I)

each

proximity

represents the generic architecture for the GOSSIPY system.

applications and solutions, where each smart object plays a role
of

tags

dissemination of estimated locations allows readers to know

development community, and refers to a new evolution of the

a distributed network

(2)

and to alleviate the collinearity problem

RFID

current Internet. loT unlocks the door for a new generation of
in

processes,

collects

between neighbors is proposed to improve location accuracy

having millions of such smart objects sprouted the Internet of
(loT),

interleaving

(I)

tags estimated locations using the push/pull strategy in a peer

sense, process and communicate under certain circumstances

Things

three

and exchanged proximity information and

creates what is known as "smart objects". Such smart objects

[1].

in

periodically:

information and exchanges this information with readers in the

INTRODUCTION

with each other and/or with people

operates

reader

the

system's

components,

assumptions

and

its

interleaving processes. Section IV explains the performance

typically

evaluation methodology and analyzes the results. Finally, our

objects are

conclusion is given in Section V.

heterogeneous and vary in terms of local capabilities and

II.

communication characteristics.

RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION

Although RFID is a prominent technology for object

Several localization systems based on RFID technology

identification, it does not have its own localization principles.

have been proposed in the literature. These systems can be

However,

broadly classified as reader localization and tag localization.

the

same

localization

principles

for

wireless

networks can be applied with adaptation to the characteristics
of such technology

[6].

In reader localization systems, readers are usually mobile

Several RFID localization systems

(e. g. , robots) and localized by deploying a large number of

have been proposed to localize either mobile or stationary

active and/or passive tags at known locations. These tags,

objects and are categorized into; reader localization and tag

named reference tags, work as landmarks in the area of interest

localization [7]. In the former, objects are attached with RFID

and are used by the mobile reader to estimate its absolute

readers and localized by deploying a large number of active

location,

and/or passive tags at known locations. While in the latter,

reference

objects are identified by RFID tags and localized using fixed
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orientation

[9],

and

even

velocity

[9] - [12].

In

tags are attached to the floor and arranged in a
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•
(b) location information sharing
(a) proximity information collection and sharing
Fig. I: Generic architecture of the GOSSIPY system
square pattern. When the reader detects some of these tags,

either real or virtual.

while knowing their locations, it can estimate its location using

considered as plausible locations which are then filtered using

weighted average method. However, to provide good accuracy,

an elimination algorithm.

the distance between tags should be reduced. So, a large

Tag

number of tags are required which adds to the system cost and

[10],

feasibility. Another similar system is proposed in

which

RFID tags which are arranged to simulate a virtual antenna

III.

respect to supertags along with inertial navigation system
provide good accuracy using cost effective and easy to setup
infrastructure, their usability is limited to support autonomous

2)

mobile robot applications.
are devised to locate

3)

Such

interleaving processes:

estimate tag location using the trilateration, fingerprinting, or

tag

location

using

and

Based on the inter-tag distances at

[l3]

an

[13]

and

[14]

have been

algorithm;

a

well-known

proximity information collection

dissemination.

estimation
The

and

Given an RFID system of

n tags and m mobile readers, we

consider a two-dimensional localization problem of the tags

RFID-based

localization system, introduces the concept of reference tags to

using the mobile readers in an outdoor area.
the following components:

environment

dynamics.

To

localize

a

tag,

LANDMARC compares its RSS measurements to those of

Mobile RFID readers: A set of m mobile readers which

2)

RFID active or passive tags: A set of n mobile or

3)

Proximity table: A table for each mobile reader. It

move in random trajectories.

on the locations of the k-nearest reference tags. Systems such

[17]

and

[18]

follow the same approach as LANDMARC

but both avoid the dense deployment of reference tags by using
virtual reference tags instead.

In such systems,

the RSS

stationary tags. The tags move in random trajectories.
contains time-stamped proximity information about any

readings of each virtual reference tag for each reader are

tag

calculated using those of surrounding real reference tags. For

information received from neighbors.

example, VIRE

[l7]

The system has

1)

reference tags, and estimates the coordinates of the tag based
as

location

subsections

A. System Components and Used Notations

calibrate

the

(3)

following

interleaving processes.

the effect of RSS measurement uncertainty hence improve the

[15],

(1)

location

formalize the problem and explain in detail each of its

ignoring

measurement uncertainty caused by the environment dynamics.

LANDMARC

(2)

elaborate the system's components, define our assumptions,

Based on the fingerprinting technique and in order to decrease
accuracy,

sharing,

information

is the pioneer. SpotON laterates

aggregation

localize mobile objects and be able to control the
location accuracy based on the application needs,
leverage the available mobile RFID infrastructure in
place for localization, and
Sustain robustness and scalability.

To accomplish these, GOSSIPY is composed of three

detection events are sent back to a central location server to

multiple fixed readers, systems in

GOSSIPY SYSTEM

The goals of GOSSIPY are to:

J)

(INS) measurements. Although the aforementioned systems

proposed where SpotON

of

readers.

position using the phase difference of received signals with

probabilistic technique.

range

wide

providing good location accuracy through cooperation among

array. A mobile reader which navigates the area estimates its

[l3] - [19]

a

objects using relatively small numbers of mobile readers, while

specialized tags named supertags. Each supertag is an array of

Tag localization systems

to

work is to design a localization system which localizes tagged

proposes

tags based on detection events at multiple readers.

cater

they rely on expensive and static

rendering them unfit for loT settings. The objective of our

tags by arranging them in a triangular pattern. To avoid the

[l2]

systems

However,

infrastructures and provide limited robustness and scalability,

enhances location accuracy but avoids using large numbers of
dense deployment of reference tags, SLAC-RF

localization

applications.

Positions with similar readings are

4)

calculates the RSS of virtual reference

in its interrogation area along with

proximity

Location table: A table for each mobile reader. It

tags by the linear interpolation algorithm. RSS readings of the

contains the estimated positions of detected tags. The

tracked object are then compared to those of reference tags

table size is of order

14 1

(mn).
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the probability of tag mobility, not all detection records are

Thereafter in the paper, we use the following notations:

useful in localization. As a preprocessing step for location

-R

=

{rb r2, . . . . ,rm} is the set of m mobile readers.

-T

=

{t], t2, t3' . . . . ,tn} is the set of n mobile or stationary tags.

-CRi

=

estimation,

{crib crib . . . . ,crik} c:;;; R is a subset of the mobile
ti at time r.

taking detection time into consideration. To do so, we consider
each detection record as a circle, which is centered over the

readers that cover a tag

-NRi

=

reader position and has radius equal to the distance from the

{nrib nrib . . . . ,nri/} c:;;; R is a subset of the mobile

readers that are in neighborhood of reader ri at time

reader to the tag of interest. Starting with the most recent circle

r.

and follow with others one by one, we exclude circles that do

-detection interval is a time interval at which each ri E R

not contribute to the intersect area of all previous circles. The

detects tags in its vicinity, updates its proximity table
and shares such information with

worst case is when one detection is included resulting in a less

NRi•

accurate

-localization interval is a time interval at which each ri E R
estimates

the

locations

of

detected

tags

based

timeout.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

each mobile reader can acquire its

for mobile readers (e. g. , GPS, WiFi, anchors, etc.) and
neighbor

readers

to

share

(2)

the

location

information. Formally, the tag localization problem is defined
as follows. Given a set of RFID tags and a set of ad hoc mobile
RFID

readers,

find

the coordinates of

any

given

dimensions

at

information

with

those

time

and

interested.

each

share

This

tag
this

in

two

location

problem

can

be

formulated using the aforementioned notations as follows.

(3-15)
3,

for only one tag for simplicity. In Fig.

location estimation
Output: location table
proximity table

for each

localization interval do
tag; in proximity table do
for each detection dj in proximity table for tag; do

for each
if j

=

else

to_addJlag True
dk infilteredyroximity-info_list do
if (distance between (d/eader position, dk.reader
position) > (d)-distance + dk.distance) then
to_addJlag False
=

for each

detection record in its proximity table for each detected tag,

NRi• Each detection
time, tag ID, reader ID, reader position, tag to
reader distance, and a flag. The flag of value 0 distinguishes

21 end for
22 end for

R, for each ri E R and for each localization
interval, estimate the coordinates (Xj,Yj) of all detected tj E T
using proximity information of readers in CRi and share such
location information with readers in NRi.
C. Proximity Information Collection and Sharing
In this process, mobile readers maintain their proxImIty

detection interval, each
ri in R interrogates tags in its proximity, creates a

table while they are moving. At every

and shares such records with all readers in
record contains:

1 then

filteredyroximity-info_list.add (d)

10
II
12
13
14
IS
16
17
18
19
20

Given T and

mobile reader

3

Algorithm I:
Input:

position at any given time using one of the positioning systems
reach

lateration

the location accuracy

detection interval < localization interval< update

can

common

=

break
end if
end for
if

(to_addJlag True)
filteredyroximity-info_list.add (d)
=

end if
end if
end for

tag; .position Estimate_Loc (filteredyroximity-info_list)
Update location table (Reader JD, Get (current time),
tagJD, tag;.position, filteredyroximity_info_list.size)
=

the first hand proximity information to limit its sharing among
one hop neighboring readers only as illustrated in Fig.

2.

The

number of detection records is limited to a time window which
is equal to the

//'

( . d21

localization interval after which replacement

t
\'

takes place. Given that the detection interval is smaller than the
localization

interval;

each

localization

interval

may

�

hold

\,

multiple time-stamped detection records for the same tag either

'

..

provides more accuracy and decreases the probability of

detection

interval

with

respect

to

,/

___

Time TagJD

acquire more detection records within each localization interval
the

't :
: 4 :d42

........ ,.1(,

Proximity info

collinear detections. To accommodate mobile tags, we can
decreasing

"""\
/"y"

t4

tl

the

t

localization interval.

t

D. Location Estimation

, .... ' .. ' /,"'....
v

r1 d
41

.. .......... _

from a reader itself or from one-hop neighbors. This in tum

by

or

are
the

dotted circles are excluded since they negatively contribute to

B. Assumptions and Problem Definition

readers

the

illustrated in Algorithm I, and the filtering steps
depicted in Fig.

messages in the location dissemination process.

(I)

Otherwise,

useful detections. The entire location estimation process is

on

-update timeout is the validity time of location update

We assume that:

location.

multilateration technique is used according to the number of

proximity information in hand.

Typically,

detection records should be filtered to exclude

those that may negatively affect the localization accuracy,

....

,'

\

,'\

r,

\

�t3:'.

d,2: " d13

:tl

\, /

�/

' '

�;�ion-iabi� �� �:;derr2//

ReaderID
r2

...

Reader position

T-R distance

r,

d2
4
dn

r,

d,

Flag
0

d"

d"

d,

In case of stationary tags, typically most detection records

Fig. 2: snapshot explains proximity information sharing

positively contribute to localization accuracy. However, due to
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illustration, Algorithm II details how this process takes place.
The advantage of this strategy is that tag locations will be
available to all readers as soon as they are estimated. The
disadvantage however is the reader's payload in terms of the
,

,
I

,

,

/'

amount of information to be received from or forwarded to
\

neighbors.

\
I
I
I
I

I

I

I
I
\

,

Input:

' ...... "'" - -""r-'-'
----------,
fLratd_lllt2
t
-7 detected tag

\

1 for each location update do
2 if location update. Time > current time update timeout then
3
set update message
Get location record (TjD)
4
set NR;
current neighbors
5
send update message to NR;
6
end if
7 end for
8 if update message UM is received then
9
if UM.Reader ID is my ID then
Ignore message
10
II else
12
Accept Update Message (UM)
13 end if
14 end if

d_int -7 detection interval
d_r -7 detection record
'f!11j -7 distance from Pi to Pj
- -7 useful detections
- - - -7 excluded detections

-

=

=

Fig. 3: detections filtering technique

update location table step in Algorithm I, the
number of useful detections (ud) used in localizing a tag is
At the

added to the location information record. Hereinafter, we refer
to this number as the

accuracy level, which is used to decide
localization

which location is more accurate (within the same

interval)

in

dissemination

the

event

process.

of

conflict

Readers

during

the

location

keep

old

location

may

information and use a tracking technique to reduce the amount

if

go. We remark though that tracking granularity is beyond the
scope of this paper.

The proximity information collection and sharing,

end if

and

else if

update message. Time >current time localization
interval then
if update message.ud > current location record.ud then
Update location table (update message)

location estimation processes we have discussed so far help
each reader to know the locations of a subset of tags. However,
of exchanging

such

-

else Ignore message

Location Information Dissemination

the issues

Accept Update Message (update message)
update message.Time <current time update timeout then
if update message.Tag ID is unknown then
Update location table (update message)

procedure

of information, while keeping track of a tag's location on the

£.

location infonnation dissemination - push
Output: updated location tables
location updates

Algorithm II:

I
I

locations

and/or

knowing

-

end if

locations of undetected tags have not yet been considered. In

end procedure

GOSSIPY, each reader upon updating its location information
table, may share information in hand with all other readers. A

Peer-to-peer pull strategy:

reader may also send a location query when a certain tag's

In this strategy, a mobile reader does not share its location

location is required. This solution can be implemented using
one of two approaches: centralized or peer-to-peer. In the

information

centralized approach, readers periodically push their location

interested reader. Such a query can ask for multiple tags. For

until

it

receives

a

query

message

from

an

information table to a central server, and query this server for

simplicity, we explain the process (see Algorithm III) assuming

tags of interest. This approach requires mobile readers to share

that readers break down the query into multiple single tag

the same

query messages. The process starts with a reader sending a

communication

protocol

and

have access

to

a

common database (not the case in GOSSIPY). In the peer-to

time-stamped query message asking for a tag of interest to its

peer approach (which we adopt), location dissemination is

neighbors. Each reader receiving this query plays the role of

carried out between neighbors and is achieved either by using

either responder or forwarder. If it has the tag's location, it

push or pull strategy.

generates a reply message containing the location information
and sends it to its neighbors. Else, it forwards the query to its

Peer-to-peer push strategy:

neighbors.

In this strategy, each mobile reader behaves proactively
with location information updates. When a reader updates its

reply message travels the same way allowing the forwarder

location information table during either location estimation or

readers to update their location table accordingly. As in the

location information dissemination process, it sends an update

push strategy, readers ignore the query or reply message if it is

NRi. Consequently, each reader in NRi
update timeout interval and handles the update

message to all readers in
considers the

a loopback or outdated with respect to

terms of number of messages and amount of exchanged

update timeout. However,

information compared with peer-to-peer push strategy.

if the outdated update message is about an unknown tag; the
reader will accept it but will not forward it. Otherwise, the

for tags of interest. However, the disadvantage is that location
information dissemination only takes place for tags of interest.

location is more recent or has a higher accuracy level, hence,
neighbors.

In

addition, readers acquire the most recent and accurate locations

reader updates its location information table if the received
pushes such updates to its

update timeout.

Obviously, the peer-to-peer pull strategy has less overhead in

message differently. The reader ignores the message if it is a
loopback or outdated with respect to

Doing so allows the query to disseminate between

readers until a responder is found or the query has expired. The

For the sake of
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Input:

1
2
3
4
5

if

Tag of interest

Output:

move in the area using random way mobility model with

updated location tables

Om/s to 2. 5m/s and a pause time of 50s. In
localization interval is set to the value of 60s
while the detection frequency is changed from 5s to 30s with
5s steps and the update timeout is set to 10 folds the
localization interval. The mobile readers have a reading range
of 30m and they move using random way mobility model with
speeds ranging from 2.5m/s to 5m/s with Os pause time. In
speeds ranging from

Tagi is to be localized then
Send Query Message (Tagi)

addition, the

end if
if

query message QM is received then
if (QM.RjD is my ID or QM.Time <current time localization interval) then

Ignore message
6
else if QM.TjD exists in location table then
7
set NRi current neighbors
8
9
set reply message (RjD, Time, QM.TjD, Location, ud)
send reply message to NRi
10
11
else
12
set QM.RjD
My ID
13
set NRi
current neighbors
14
send QM to NRi
15 end if
16 if reply message RM is received then
17
if RM.RjD is my ID then
18
Ignore message
19
else if RM.Time <current time - update timeout then
20
if RM.T ID is unknown then
21
Update location table (RM)
22
end if
else if RM.Time > location record (RM.TjD).Time then
23
24
Update location table (RM)
25
set RM .RjD My ID
26
set NRi
current neighbors
27
send RM to NRi
28
end if
29 end if

measuring the distance between a tag and a reader, we consider
the range measurement noise as a zero-mean white Gaussian

=

process with a variance correlated to the distance and signal to
noise ratio (SNR) which is known a prior

=

=

performance

metrics

independent

runs with

simulation time of

B.

are

averaged

distinct

[20].

over

random

Values of the
ten

different

seeds for a

total

1000s after dumping the first 1000s.

Simulation Results
In our evaluation, we investigate two performance metrics:

average location error, which represents the average mean
square error of tag locations at each mobile reader for every

localization interval and localization delay, which represents

_

the maximum time it takes for a tag to be localized by all
readers in the push strategy, and at interested readers in the pull
strategy. In the first simulation scenario, we study the effect of

localization
interval on the average location error with respect to different
numbers of mobile readers. For a 60s localization interval, we

decreasing the detection frequency within the same

=

=

allow each reader to detect surrounding tags using different
detection intervals. Fig.

4

illustrates that the average location

error is decreased by increasing the detection frequency and is

Send Query Message (LID)
query message (RjD, Time, TjD)
while LID is not localized do
for each localization interval do
set NRi
current neighbors
send query message to NRi

procedure
set

250m x 250m. The tags

in a simulation area with dimension of

Algorithm III: location information dissemination - pull

further decreased by having more mobile readers in the
simulated area.

=

Another factor that decreases the average location error is
the speed of the mobile readers. In this scenario we deploy

=

30

mobile readers and study the effect of using different detection
intervals, within a

end for

location error using

end procedure

A hybrid strategy might also be a solution to reduce the

From Fig.

5,

60s localization interval, on the average
3 different speeds (see Fig. 5).

we conclude that the fast speed of mobile

overhead of disseminating all the tags locations while keeping

readers, along with high detection frequency, allows them to

the opportunity to acquire the location of tags of interest. This

gain more useful detections and exchange more proximity

can be achieved by categorizing objects into different classes,

information with other readers, which decreases the average

pushing location information for only important classes, and

location error. In the last scenario, we study the effect of the

use the pull strategy for others. Such classification is domain

number of mobile readers on localization delay for both push

specific.

and

For

instance,

in

a

healthcare

domain

the

most

pull

strategies.

We

allow

mobile

readers

to

detect

important objects may be patients and hazardous materials,
while other objects may be of less importance.
IV.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In GOSSIPY, a number of parameters control the system
performance. These parameters include but are not limited to
the number of mobile readers, how frequently they interrogate
surrounding tags, their mobility speed, and which location
dissemination strategy they deploy. In this section we study the
effect

of

the

aforementioned

parameters

on

the

system

performance in terms of location accuracy and localization

delay as shown in Figs 4,

5
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A. Simulation Setup
We extended the ns-3 network simulator to support an
RFID system. In our simulation, we randomly deploy
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+
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_ . -

_ . -

10 mobile readers
20 mobile readers

Fig. 4: Relation between average location error and number of mobile
readers.
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